In a century of forthcoming crisis, what will be key to reducing risks?
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The current state

- Covid-19: A health crisis only?
- Thinking about the recovery plan: what measures can also reduce forthcoming risks?

What is a risk?
Understanding risk

Vulnerability

Exposure

Hazards: Virus, fires, Zoonoses, loss of biodiversity, pollution, climate change, etc.

Reducing forthcoming risks (taking advantage of the Covid-19 recovery plan)

Vulnerability
Exposure
Hazards: Zoonoses, loss of biodiversity, pollution, climate change, etc.

Mitigation

Risk

Population and community resilience

One planet governance:

- Strong international organizations with coordination and enforcement powers
- National and local redistributive and transition programs
Thank you!

Many thanks to Bill Zuk!

https://id2.ca/BILLZUK/index.html
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